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Learn More
If you would like to learn more about the 

activities of the CES-MED project, please 

contact: Myriam Makdissi, Communication 

Key Expert, CES-MED

Myriam.makdissi@hd.ces-med.eu 

http://www.ces-med.eu/ 
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Newsletter on the activities, accomplishments and resources related to the CES-MED 

activities carried out in 2014, with specific focus on Israel. An overview is given of the 

project activities and relevant accomplishments.
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PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION

THE PROJECT 
‘‘Cleaner Energy Saving Mediterranean Cities’  

(CES-MED) was launched in 2013 to support partner 

countries respond more actively to sustainability and 

climate policy challenges.

POLICY CHALLENGES
With rising CO2 emissions and a disparity in supply/

demand in electricity consumption, Israel faces 

mounting challenges in its energy sector. There is an 

urgent need to meet this rising demand in a sustainable 

way and to tackle the effect from high emissions, 

through Energy Efficiency (EE) and Renewable Energy 

(RE). CES-MED focuses on supporting Local Authorities 

in their efforts to make use of Sustainable Energy 

planning tools adapted to their situation.

CES-MED ACTIVITIES IN ISRAEL
By the end of the 2015, three pilot Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) will be 

prepared for the three selected cities, with the full support of CES-MED and in partnership 

with the National Authorities. Assistance is offered to other municipalities interested 

in developing SEAPs and identifying funds to implement Priority Projects. Networking 

between the municipalities, relevant stakeholders, the Covenant of Mayors and other 

associations will be also promoted.

Action Themes

	Sustainable energy
	Sustainable urban planning and policies
	Local development in Cities and  

Municipalities
	Environment, waste, transport, and  

water management

Beneficiaries

Selected Local Authorities (cities, mu-
nicipalities, governorates, etc.) in the ten 
Countries covered by the European Neigh-
bourhood and Partnership Instrument - 
South (ENPI South): 
Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia. 

Duration

36 months, starting January 2013.

Budget

€ 4 453 000

Offices

Two regional offices were created in 
Rabat, Morocco and Beirut, Lebanon to 
support CES-MED implementation in both 
the Maghreb and Mashreq regions.

CES-MED cities in ISRAEL

QUICK  
FACTS

Beersheba

Nazareth

Tel Aviv-Yafo

Jerusalem

Ramla

Shfar’am 

Rosh HaAyin
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Each SEAP defines the city’s Sustainable Energy vision and strategy. It presents the results 
of the undertaken Baseline Emission Inventory (BEI) and identifies mitigation measures 
prescribed in specific long and short term actions in the Action Fiches for selected Priority 
Projects in the fields of renewable energy and energy efficiency. The SEAP also proposes 
awareness raising campaigns and measures to accompany the implementation of those 
measures. Each document clearly delineates the responsibilities, funding sources and 
projected timing to implement those Priority Projects. The SEAP represents a step towards 
applying sustainable energy within the municipality's geographical area and achieving its 
long-term sustainable energy vision, and its targets for reducing energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions. All of this is done in full coherence with national priorities and collaboration 
with concerned national authorities.

The SEAP preparation work in Israel  started in 2014 and is steadily underway for each of 
the three cities affiliated with the project. Municipal teams have been created and national 
partners are engaged in this joint effort. These national partners include the public 
authorities responsible for the local authorities’ administration, energy and environment 
sectors.

Consultants were then engaged to partner in the preparation of the National 
Recommendations Reports and to assist each city in the preparation of their Baseline 
Emission Inventories (BEI) and SEAP.  The consultants worked to build the technical 
capacity of the cities through on-the-job trainings to support the capabilities of the cities.  

The SEAP municipal teams, created in each municipality to spearhead the preparation 
and later on to implement the Plan, were first introduced to sustainable energy planning 
approaches and techniques, and then have been engaged in the preparation of Plans in 
each city. The Baseline Emission Inventories' methodology was selected and applied.

The necessary data has been collected and the development of the BEIs is now well 
advanced. Previous studies and projects on traffic, energy, impact of emissions on 
environment, electricity, and solid waste have been assessed and Priority Projects were 
preliminarily identified. 

Alongside the SEAP preparation process, the report with “Recommended National 
Sustainable Urban and Energy Savings Actions for Israel” was prepared and approved 
by the national stakeholders. Comprehensive Guidelines for SEAP Preparation were 
developed and made available through the CES-MED website, including manuals for the 
preparation of Baseline Emission Inventories (BEI) and Community Awareness Promotional 
Plans (CAPP). 

The SEAPs for these three cities are expected to be finished before the end of 2015.

THE THREE CITIES OF RAMLA, 
ROSH HA AYIN AND SHFAR’AM 
(SHFA’AMER) WERE SELECTED 
AND HAVE JOINED CES-MED. 

THE THREE CITIES HAVE 
JOINED THE COVENANT OF 
MAYORS AND COMMITED 
TO A 20% CO2 EMISSION 
REDUCTION BY 2020. 

TOOLS

Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) in Israel
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Profile Description: Ramla city is located 17 km from Tel-Aviv and  was established in 
the beginning of the 8th century. Today Ramla is one of  Israel towns enjoying a “mixed” 
population with 70,000 Jewish and Arab citizens living together. The average income is 
about 75% of the national average salary. Ramla has many immigrants of different origins, 
with about a third of them having migrated  from the former Soviet Union in the 1980's. 
SEAP preparation: Ramla has been involved in many environmental projects over the 
years, including citizen awareness actions. The city is participating in the "Tag-Sviva" 
programme, through which a number of energy surveys on range of municipal buildings 
and facilities has been conducted. A series of actions have already been taken in the 
municipality to reduce electricity consumption. Most of the actions, realized so far, have 
been focused on the installation of more efficient technologies and automations. Although 
the municipality of Ramla has been involved in energy efficiency projects for some years, 
its outreach is limited to the facilities under the direct control of the municipal sector. 
A significant communication action plan could create a vast impact and will draw more 
attention to issues related to energy efficiency, savings and renewable energy. 

Profile Description: Rosh Ha’Ayin was founded in the 1950s  near the site of an ancient 
fort (Antipatris). Many of the early residents were Yemenite Jews who migrated  in 1949.  
Today Rosh Ha'ayin has a population of 40,000, of which 99.8% are Jewish with a large 
number of young people below the age of 19. New neighborhoods have been built in the 
past 20 years, and the population is expected to grow of at least 70% within few years.
SEAP preparation progress: Rosh Ha’Ayin municipality is a member of the Tag (Tag 
Sviva) programme, and has made energy audits on the municipality buildings and 
municipal lighting. Based on the recommendations, some initiatives have been realised 
including some  streetlights retrofitting, and some automation. For the Council these 
actions are only a beginning and there is still much to be done. Particular attention will 
be given to the new neighborhoods, as they present a challenge and an opportunity 
for new sustainable development alongside the very much needed sustainable 
elements in the existing  parts of town. 
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Profile Description: Shfar’am is an Arab town located in Galilea at 20 km from Haifa, 
Ako and Nazeret. The geographical location of Shfar'am as a junction between the 
Galil Mountains and the valleys around, have made it  a central town in the area. 
Today, the  city is predominantly inhabited by an Arab population counting 40,000 
residents, 60% being Muslims, 25% Christians and 15% Druze. Basic infrastructure is 
lacking in some areas of the town, including waste-water, SWM   facilities and public 
transportation and sustainable urban planning is much needed. 
SEAP preparation progress: the population’s segmentation is significant in the 
community since four different groups are met: Muslim, Christian, Druze, and the 
relatively new group of Bedouins. Much of the activities will be realised through active 
local leaders, youth movements,and council members. The municipality recently joined 
the Tag Hasviva programme following commitment to the Covenant of Mayors (CoM) in 
the context of the CES-MED project. 
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Partner Cities in Israel

WORKING
WITH US

R
am
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From the start of the project, a Focal Point (FP) was designated by the Ministry of 
National Infrastructure, Water and Energy Resources. Under the FP’s guidance, regular 
engagement with key ministries and agencies has ensured that all relevant partners 
are aware of CES-MED’s activities. A National Coordination Group (NCG) was created 
to ensure that the Project’s actions at a local level are coherent with the goals and 
development plans at a national level.

The CES-MED project has been promoting the Covenant of Mayors initiative “CoM” 
(http://www. covenantofmayors.eu/), which is the mainstream movement of local and 
regional authorities that are voluntarily committing to sustainable energy targets and 
are engaging in the preparation of SEAPs.

In Israel, several ministries, a variety of NGOs, the Israeli Electricity Company, research 
centers and private entities are involved in Energy Efficiency actions. However, it seems 
that although some important achievements have been made, there is a need for an 
even greater leap forward in the EE field and the reduction of CO2 emissions.

A “Recommended National Sustainable Urban and Energy Savings Actions” Report for 
Israel was prepared and approved by the FP and the NCG. This key document assesses 
existing conditions and sustainable energy needs, it includes recommendations to 
support the systematic preparation of SEAPs nationwide. The Report also identifies 
opportunities for funding to implement actions proposed in the SEAPs.

The main challenges that have been identified are relatively low on awareness; the need 
for capacity building; and a lack of finance both at the national and the local level.

Future Actions for clean energy 

NATIONAL  
INSIGHTS
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FEDERATION OF LOCAL AuTHORITIES

	Local municipalities lack the tools to determine which new technology is the best to be 
purchased and installed. Testing new technologies and giving specific recommendations 
of what is suitable for municipalities could be the responsibility of Federation of Local 
Authorities, under the advisement of a research facility. The research centre with the 
Federation could establish a demonstration site, preferably in one of the three pilot CES-
MED towns.

	Financing EE projects through bank loans is still a challenge. It is vital to define a simple 
effective mechanism for the local municipalities to receive loans from different banks. It 
is recommended that the Federation of Local Authorities negotiate a clear and relatively 
simple loan plan to be presented to the cities. This should be done through Dexia Bank, and 
other Israeli banks interested in joining the plan. 

SUSTAINABLE 
URBAN AND 
ENERGY SAVING 
ACTIONS 
REPORT ON ISRAEL

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NATIONAL AuTHORITIES

	SEAP type plans require substantial additional budget from the government or outside 
sources. Local municipalities have very limited budget that could only fund relatively small 
projects. 

	Sustainable development and Energy Efficiency laws and enactments need to become 
mandatory and not voluntary in order to drive energy savings and the reduction of CO2 
emissions. 

	Tax benefits or other incentives should be given to municipalities, businesses, organisations 
and even house owners who implement successful energy savings projects. 

	MIEW (Ministry of Infrastructure, Energy and Water) Equipment and Upgrade Programme 
should be expanded and developed to reach additional sectors including local municipalities, 
industry, and commercial. 

	Large consumers are obligated to perform energy audits. The government should 
take the next step and obligate a minimum implementation act of at least 10 % of the 
recommendations. 

	Reuse of resources and revenue from energy savings projects to help train new professionals 
in the Energy Efficiency field, and to help finance additional projects; 

	The Knesset (Israeli parliament building) should be used and studied as a demonstration 
site for a successful implementation of an EE and RE upgrade plan.

	Adding extra points on governmental tenders and call for proposals to municipalities that 
are committed to CoM and/or similar type SEAPs.   

	Establishing an inter-Ministerial governmental body that should include several Ministries 
such as Energy, Environment, Education, Economics, Finance, and Internal Affairs. This body 
should be led by the Ministry of Energy – and should address all the areas that have inter-
disciplinary aspects.

	It is recommended to establish an independent think-tank which will include representatives 
from as many sectors as possible. The aim should be to find creative recommendations with 
implementation prospects, to advance the field of EE and GHG reduction in Local Authorities 
and the public sector in Israel.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOCAL MuNICIPALITIES  

	Establish a municipal representative in the Knesset (Israeli Parliament) to help lobby and 
advocate for positive change for the energy efficiency and CO2 emissions reduction at the 
local level. 

	Establishing an Energy Efficiency Fund- dedicating a certain percentage of revenue from PV 
systems installed in the city, to a separate fund to help finance additional energy efficiency 
projects or SEAP plans. Other revenue from fines such as water pollution, air pollution, 
waste management, etc. could be added to this fund.

	Within each municipality, there should be a designated position for the energy management. 
This position should be mandatory, approved by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and financed 
directly by the government. The energy manager will be obligated to have relevant training, 
and undertake annual refreshment courses while meeting parallel colleagues from other 
municipalities.

	Awareness raising and professional information days to the employees of the pilot cities 
are part of the experts’ responsibility in the CES-MED programme. After the first year, 
the training should continue to maintain and widen employees’ knowledge and sustain 
implementation. 

	The Israeli Electricity Company should install “smart meters” at municipal sites which have 
high consumption, with data streaming to the municipality. The data should include alerts 
when consumption is irregular, when there is deviation from the mean, and when there are 
fines for low power factor. The implementation should be the responsibility of IEC, with the 
experts escorting the CES-MED programme defining the specific needs.

	The absence of a significant budget leads the municipalities to perform public education 
and training workshops. This is where the municipalities can take the role of advertising, 
strengthening green business, and introducing the subject matter into meetings and 
educational institutions.

	Suggested behavioural energy efficiency measures include: only use that amount of energy 
that you need, only use energy when you truly need it, improve passive elements such 
as insulation, natural ventilation, shading, and day lighting, use energy intelligently and 
efficiently, dispose of old equipment and appliances properly in an environmental friendly 
manner and upgrade old equipment with EE technologies and solutions. 

	Suggested technological energy efficiency programmes at the municipal level include: 
upgrading street lights, open space lighting, traffic lights, installing AC and lighting 
management control systems and occupancy sensors, upgrading air conditioning systems, 
roof retro-fit, and ‘Stand-by loss’ regulations for appliances.

NATIONAL  
INSIGHTS
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KEY  
PARTNERS

Various representatives of the relevant National Authorities have been selected to form the National Coordination Group to ensure 

collaboration between the project and the national authorities.   

In Israel, the NCG members for the CES-MED project are the following:

National Coordination Group 

Mr. Edi Bet Hazavdi

Director of the Energy Conservation and Smart Cities Department at the MoNIEWR 

CES-MED National Focal Point Representative 

The Ministry of National Infrastructure, Energy and Water Resources is responsible 
for the supply and management of energy and the natural resources of the State of 
Israel: electricity, fuels, natural gas, energy conservation, water, sewerage, oil & gas 
exploration, minerals and ores excavation. 

The Ministry regulates these fields and acts to ensure an adequate supply during 
peacetime and in emergency, under changing energy and infrastructure needs, 
today and in the future, while balancing between suppliers and consumers under 
economic, environmental and social constraints.

Ministry of National 
Infrastructure, Energy 
and Water Resources 
(MoNIEWR)

Federation of Local 
Authorities in Israel 

Ms. Tal Goldrath

Tag Hasviva Programme Manager 

The Federation of Local Authorities in Israel is a non- governmental body which 
incorporates all municipalities and local councils in Israel. The Federation was 
established in 1938 as today all 203 municipal local authorities in Israel are members 
of the Federation: 75 cities and 128 additional local councils.

The main role of the Federation of Local Authorities is to represent the local 
authorities and to promote their interests with the Knesset [Israeli Parliament] and 
the different government authorities, as well as official and national institutions and 
organizations. The Federation also intensively acts as a professional advisor and 
consultant to the local authorities in their different fields of activity.

CES-MED Key Expert for 
Maghreb 

Mr. Pierre Couté

Acts as the Ex-Officio of the NCG and ensures equal participation of all members 
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NEWS & 
EVENTS

Event Highlight 

Joint Steering Committee (CES-MED and SUDEP) and High-Level 
Conference on Climate Change in Morocco, May 2015 
The European Union funded projects “Cleaner Energy Saving Mediterranean Cities” 
(CES-MED) and “Sustainable Urban Demonstration Energy Projects” (SUDEP SOUTH) 
held a Joint Steering Committee meeting on 5 May 2015, led by the European Commis-
sion in Mohammedia, Morocco. The meeting was followed by a High-Level Conference 
on Climate Change, on 6 May in Skhirat, Morocco.

The Joint Steering Committee meetings were chaired by the European Commission 
and attended by delegates from the 12 SUDEP and 23 CES-MED municipalities, the 
national focal  points  of  the eight  countries  affiliated with these projects, European 
Financing Institutions, the Union for the Mediterranean Secretariat, as well as repre-
sentatives of other programmes and projects of the European Commission, including 
the MED-ENEC project on Energy Efficiency in the construction sector in the Mediter-
ranean.

The purpose of the meetings was to enable the exchange of views and experiences 
between the municipalities participating in the SUDEP and the CES-MED projects. It 
also provided an opportunity to review the activities performed in the first half of 
2015, to present and discuss the work plans for the projects for the rest of the year.

Benefits for   Israel  from  the  Joint Steering Committee (CES-MED and SUDEP) and the High-Level Confer-
ence on Climate Change in Morocco
The Israeli municipalities were represented by high officials of the three cities affiliated with CESMED and the two projects of the SUDEP:  Dr. 
Shalom Ben Moshe, Mayor of Rosh Ha’ayin, Mr. Mordechay Yitzhaki , Vice-Mayor of Ramla, Mr. Riad Hasuri, Assistant to the Mayor of Shfar’am, 
Ms. Tal Goldrath, NCG member, Tag Hasviva Programme Manager, Federation of Local Authorities in Israel, Mr. Eddie Bet Hazavdi,  Focal Point 
of the CES-MED and the SUDEP projects, and Department Director of Energy Conservation and Smart Cities in the Ministry of National Infra-
structure, Energy and Water Resources,.

The two SUDEP projects were represented by:  Mr. Eli Lankri and Mr. Assaf Admon from the city of Eilat; and Mr. Abed El Hai Mamon, Mr. Ye-
huda Ben Hamu and Mr. Haran Bar On from the cities of Kfar Saba and Tira (a joint project).     

The work group discussions at the Steering Committee Meeting allowed the municipality representatives to see which priorities, related to 
the efficient use of energy resources, are commonly shared in the context of the CESMED project and what other resources are required. The 
Steering Committee supplied a good opportunity for the cities’ representatives to meet and learn from each other. With each participant able 
to share their vision for solving common issues related to funding and implementing the SEAPs. 

By attending the High-Level Conference on Climate Change the municipalities understood that their efforts to achieve concrete and targeted 
small actions are a long-term commitment to an innovative, sustainable way of developing urban areas. 

Ms. Tal Goldrath, NCG member:  
“In May this year, all CES-MED and SUDEP partners were invited to meet in Mohammedia, Morocco.  We had the privilege to meet representa-
tives from other countries in the Mediterranean, both near and far, and learn of the different programmes being implemented.

The meetings between the different partners involved and the international debates that followed greatly promoted a feeling of unity and 
working as a team towards a collective target.  The kind assistance of the European Union created the opportunity to hold professional de-
bates and bridge political and geographical gaps between the countries.  We hope this activity shall be an example for further similar world-
wide cooperation, as we all cope with global environmental issues.”
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SUCCESS  
STORY

Israeli municipalities Ramla and Rosh Ha’ayin to implement an Energy Efficiency and resource reduction 
project in 10-15 schools; Shfar’am retrofits the old street lights.   

The three CES-MED cities of Ramla, Rosh Ha’ayin and Shfar’am are each planning a project after winning a tender from the Ministry of 

Energy.

Ramla and Rosh Ha’ayin have begun implementing an expansive project of Energy Efficiency and resource reduction in more than 15 

schools for each municipality.  The plan is to install smart meters in all of the schools, in addition to relatively simple automatic systems 

to shut down air conditioners and lights when unnecessary.  In addition the municipalities have started to replace old and inefficient 

equipment with new and energy efficient lights and A/C. This is due after the passing of a municipal decision regarding efficient 

procurement for the municipal buildings.

These technical steps will be complemented by behavioural changes.  Awareness raising and educational steps will address all 

“visitors” of the schools:  students, teachers, parents and staff. Close professional consulting will be given in particular to the head 

master/mistress and janitors, as they have been identified as the key personnel relevant to energy efficiency and resource reduction.

The joint behavioural-educational-technical steps are expected to reduce at least 10% of electricity consumption in the schools. They 

are also expected to promote changes in the homes of the students and the staff of all the schools participating in the programme.

Shfar’am has very old and inefficient street lighting infrastructure, therefore the city is planning on replacing it with modern and highly 

efficient technology.  All of the retrofit actions will be accompanied with explanation and awareness raising activities thus creating a 

demonstration site in several different locations.

Awareness raising actions and benefits for the population of the three cities affiliated with CES-MED

Each city is developing a SEAP according to its GHG profile, and other relevant demographic characteristics.

As Rosh Ha’ayin is growing very fast and is expected to double its population size, the main focus of actions targets sustainable 

transportation solutions including train, bicycle lanes, increasing busses and car pooling / sharing projects as well as implementation 

of green building codes.

Ramla municipality is focusing its attention on awareness raising and capacity building initiatives directed towards different sectors: 

citizens, small and medium businesses, industry and children.  These initiatives will be implemented through workshops, energy days, 

educational programmes and professional seminars.  Ramla is planning to establish a demonstration teaching facility that will house 

most of the activity and will have demonstration aids suitable for all ages.

Shfar’am has a relatively tight community life, and therefore their focus will be on enhancing awareness and know-how in all the 

cities’ homes.  This will be carried out through youth organisations, women volunteer groups and central educational figures and will 

relate to Energy Efficiency and elements from the green building code.  The plan is to have a cross-city activity, including competitions 

and several group meetings.  This will be complemented by an education programme in all schools, which will also take part in the 

competitive activity. 
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Focal Point:  Mr. Eddie Bet Hazavdi, Ministry of Infrastructure, Energy and 
Water Resources
The State of Israel vigorously promotes energy efficiency. Starting in the 1980’s Israel has 
invested in legislation, enforcement and energy efficiency projects. Today, according to law, 
any organisation with an annual energy consumption of more than 2,000 TOE is obligated to 
undergo an energy audit.  The regulation will be upgraded soon and the minimum consumption 
will be 700 TOE with an obligation to implement the recommendations of the audit. 

With the development of smart cities, the concept of energy for the city has expanded to more 
than that of the end consumer. When we talk about the city’s energy, we refer to the entire 
city’s energy consumers, with an emphasis on a holistic approach.

With the CES-MED initiative, we experience a holistic approach to the issue of energy in the city. 
CES-MED’s attitude approaches the energy efficiency of the entire city and not only among end 
users.

CES-MED initiative in Israel have allowed us to detect the complex problems in the energy area 
at the municipal level. We are taking an active part in upgrading the “Tag Hasviva” (environment 
plan in municipalities in Israel) to turn it into an energy and environment plan. 

In addition, we are working on smart cities specification in which the energy part will be based 
on the findings of the CES-MED initiative. As part of the specification, we shall refer to the city 
consumption and energy efficiency under the overall urban management of the city.

Ms. Tal Goldrath NCG member, Tag Hasviva Programme Manager, Federation 
of Local Authorities in Israel
As part of the Israeli National Coordination Group (NCG) and as the representative of the Federa-
tion of Local Authorities, I see great importance in holding the project in three towns simultane-
ously.  The methodology of collecting and reporting the data as well as the challenges raised 
while developing the SEAPs will give us the information needed for planning the future expan-
sion of the project to additional municipalities across Israel.  

CES-MEDs’ uniqueness as a programme, in comparison to other similar programmes already 
being implemented in Israel, is its ability and inspiration to influence not only the decision mak-
ers and leaders of the municipality, but also impact citizens and other stakeholders.  This is due 
to its capability to create involvement, accessible information, citizen’s awareness, and build 
capacity, as well as through the personal leadership and example set by the municipality that 
CES-MED encourages.  

Having clear reduction targets, which include the domestic as well as business, tertiary and 
industry sectors, is very significant both for the municipalities and for the country as a whole.  

The decision to hold the programme in three towns simultaneously has many advantages, es-
pecially in information sharing and in creating cooperation between them, for a common goal 
and a feeling of unity. The parallel work gives the municipalities and the NCG the op-
portunity to analyse a broad set of activities rather than a single local initiative.  

We hope to continue of the fruitful activities in the three municipalities, along with the Israeli 
advisors and of course the support of the international team leading the CES-MED project.  It is 
important to carry on with the actions towards the achievement of the set target of reduction, 
and to widen the commitment and activities to additional municipalities across Israel.

INTERVIEW

“With the CES-MED initiative, we 
experience a holistic approach to 
the issue of energy in the city”.

- Eddie Bet Hazavdi

“The decision to hold the 
programme in three towns 
simultaneously has many 
advantages, especially in 
information sharing and in 
creating cooperation  
between them”

- Tal Goldrath
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CES-MED has promoted adherence to the Covenant of Mayors “COM”, which is the mainstream 
European movement of local and regional authorities who voluntarily commit themselves to 
increase energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy. Through their commitment, the 
Covenant’s signatories aim to meet and exceed the European Union’s 20% CO2 reduction 
objective by 2020. Since its launch in January 2008, more than 5,000 cities from more than 
40 countries have signed up, including over 60 cities from the EU’s neighbourhood. The CoM 
Office (the CES-MED in the southern neighbourhood partner countries) support helps cities 
to design and implement the Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP).

The UfM’s Urban Projects Finance Initiative (UPFI) aims at accelerating the implementation 
of a pipeline of 10-15 innovative projects and ensuring their bankability according to 
the standards of International Financial Institutions. It is coordinated by the French 
Development Agency (AFD) and the European Investment Bank (EIB) and counts on the 
financial support of the European Commission.

The EU-funded programme SUDEP South was launched by the European Commission in 
January 2015. This project aims to support cities in the EU southern neighbourhood to 
address local sustainable development challenges such as Energy Efficiency, security 
of energy supply and sustainable economic growth. The programme provides financial 
and technical support to the implementation of Energy Efficient and Renewable Energy 
actions. A Support Mechanism assists municipalities to implement their demonstration 
projects and ensures the visibility and dissemination of their results.

The MED-ENEC project on Energy Efficiency in the Construction Sector in the 
Mediterranean aims to boost Energy Efficient measures (EE) and the use of Renewable 
Energies (RE) in the construction sector. Apart from policy advice and business 
development, a special emphasis is placed on the support of large building programmes 
as multipliers of climate friendly and cost-saving technologies and measures.

The European Investment Bank (EIB) has a multi-layered approach to assist EU’s partner 
countries. In the southern neighbourhood, it does so through different credit lines 
and facilities, namely the Facility for Euro-Mediterranean Investment and Partnership 
(FEMIP), which has invested EUR 10 billion in the region between 2002 and 2009.

Covenant of Mayors (CoM)  

www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html

BROADER  
HORIZONS

Future Actions for clean energy 

union of the Mediterranean (ufM)    

                            http://ufmsecretariat.org/

Sustainable urban  

Demonstration Projects (SuDEP)

 

              http://www.sudep-south.eu

The projects are financed by the European Union

CES-MED
CLEANER ENERGY SAVING MEDITERRANEAN CITIES

“CLEANER ENERGY SAVING MEDITERRANEAN CITIES” (CES-MED)

 “SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS” (SUDEP)

JOINT STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

Hotel Avanti - Mohammedia - Morocco, 5th of May, 2015

LOCAL AUTHORITIES HIGH-LEVEL CONFERENCE 

ON CLIMATE CHANGE

COVENANT OF MAYORS SIGNING CEREMONY

Hotel Amphitrite - Skhirat - Morocco, 6th of May, 2015

P R O G R A M M E

MED-ENEC    

http://www.med-enec.com/

The projects are financed by the European Union

CES-MED
CLEANER ENERGY SAVING MEDITERRANEAN CITIES

“CLEANER ENERGY SAVING MEDITERRANEAN CITIES” (CES-MED)

 “SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS” (SUDEP)

JOINT STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

Hotel Avanti - Mohammedia - Morocco, 5th of May, 2015

LOCAL AUTHORITIES HIGH-LEVEL CONFERENCE 

ON CLIMATE CHANGE

COVENANT OF MAYORS SIGNING CEREMONY

Hotel Amphitrite - Skhirat - Morocco, 6th of May, 2015

P R O G R A M M E

European Investment Bank (EIB) 

http://www.eib.org/

The TAG HASVIVA project in the local 
authorities in Israel

The Tag Hasviva project is a joint venture of the Federation of Local Authorities and the 
ministry of environmental protection in Israel. Over 80 local authorities are currently active 
in the project, most of them currently have already mapped and analyzing baseline demands 
of electricity and water in the authority's premises, and the municipal waste production of 
its residents and municipal services; Under the project has also been prepared an Energy 
Efficiency plan including relevant infromation acquired under other projects. The database 
currently holds baseline data of electricity, water and waste through 2011, and a bank of over 
50 local efficiency plans that can demonstrate potential for efficiency and better management, 
some of them had already collected the money needed for implementation of their plans. 
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Address: 285 Avenue Mohamed 5 Rabat, 10 000, Morocco

Telephone: + (212) 5 37 708 746
Fax: + (212) 5 37 708 746
Learn more, visit us at our website: http://www.ces-med.eu/

(Available in Arabic, English and French)

There are a number of documents prepared by CES-MED that are available to municipalities 
and other actors interested in developing sustainable energy plans:

	The CES-MED brochures introducing the project and its major components, available 
in hard copy upon request and digitally on our website http://www.ces-med.eu/ 
media2/communication-tools

	The “Information kit”, produced as a self-help guide for municipalities. It contains 
and describes each of the documents needed to plan a SEAP and join the CoM. The 
documents contained in this information kit are also available online:

	The SEAP Guidebooks

	The Baseline Emission Inventory (BEI) Guidelines

	Business-As-Usual (BAU) Guidelines

	Citizens Awareness Promotion Plan (CAPP)

	The CoM Official Text and the CoM adhesion Forms

The document and its relevant annexes are available in paperback upon request and on 
our website: http://www.ces-med.eu/support/library 

1. Phone. If we are not available when you call, please leave a voice mail. We will return 
your call by the end of the day. When responding to the answer machine please provide 
the following information:

a) Name;
b) Phone number and the best time to be reached; and
c) A brief description of the problem.

2. Personal meetings - Direct contact and support by one of CES-MED Experts.

3. Email – We will respond to your email by the end of the business day.

4. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and uploaded documents in our website 

5. Visiting CoM website: http://www.covenantofmayors.eu

REACHING US

Our Help Desk

Helpdesk in Rabat, Morocco 

Information and Awareness Raising 

materials available

Assistance is available via the 

following options





The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to 
gradually link together their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during 
a period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy 
and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and 
individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements 
and its values with countries and peoples beyond its borders. The European 
Commission is the EU’s executive body.

Delegation of the European Union Delegation to Israel

Paz Tower 15th - 16th floors
5-7 Shoham Street
Ramat Gan - P.O. Box 3513 
Telephone: (972) 03-6137799
Fax: (972) 03-6137770    
E-mail: delegation-israel@eeas.europa.eu
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/israel/index_en.htm

Website: http: www.ces-med.eu

Available in Arabic, English and French 

Project office in Rabat, Morocco. 

Project office in Rabat, Morocco 

Address: 285 Avenue Mohamed 5 Rabat, 10 000, Morocco

Telephone: (212) 5 37 708 746

Fax: (212) 5 37 708 746

LEARN MORE

A project implemented by
Human Dynamics Consortium

This project is funded 
by the European Union


